
gearing is still high enough,
however, to have the engine
turning over at a relaxed
2,100rpm at a steady 70mph,
where it is not only quiet but
very economical.

The same is true of the
standard PD 150, but the
frugality of the Superchips
version is particularly

impressive. We watched in awe
as the on-board fuel consumption
computer settled on a steady
60mpg as we cruised on a light
throttle at an easy 80mph.

The electronics wizards at
Superchips had not expected to
get much more out of the Golf’s
already high-performance 150bhp
power plant, but a detailed

examination of the original
fuelling curve on the engine
management computer indicated
that there was the usual ‘slack’,
left by manufacturers to allow for
the long-term effects of poor
maintenance and the use of 
low-quality fuel. Taking up this
reserve can liberate as much as
30% more torque in an
electronically-controlled
turbodiesel engine, with no 
long-term consequences, as long
as the engine is treated well and
properly maintained.

The Superchips upgrade is
straightforward. On some
modern turbodiesels it is possible
to perform the upgrade without
touching the engine management
computer, the Superchips
engineers having perfected a
means of rewriting the
programme via the computer's
diagnostic port. The Golf lacks
this sophistication, so the 
process involves removing the
computer and replacing the 
chips governing fuelling and
injection timing. However, the
operation does not usually last
more than half an hour, and
costs around £450, including
fitting, at any of the many

Superchips agencies countrywide. 
Putting that extra power into a

Golf GTI 1.9 PD may seem like
an extreme measure, but the
result is a car that will put the
biggest grin on any enthusiastic
driver’s face. It proves again, in 
a big way, that driving a diesel 
car is not the boring option, 
and reinforces the fact that
higher performance does not 
necessarily mean excessive fuel
consumption.

Most Superchips power
upgrades are accompanied by
better economy if the extra
torque is used to keep the car in a
higher gear for longer in general
driving. The temptation to use
the upgraded PD 150’s 185bhp in
tyre-scorching fashion will
doubtless negate any fuel saving.

The Superchips treatment
offers meaningful improvements
for a wide range of modern
turbodiesels, including useful
torque hikes for lower-power
versions where the enhanced
overtaking and towing ability 
can be particularly useful. To
find out if your car is suitable 
for a Superchips upgrade, call
01280 816781 or visit
www.superchips.co.uk.

S
reeching rubber leaving
a haze of smoke
swirling into the clear
Buckinghamshire air
marked the departure

of the dark blue Golf TDI as we
attempted to time its 0-60mph
acceleration. The best we could
manage was 6.8 seconds –
enough to outpace a V6 4Motion,
let alone a 2.0-litre GTi – but
even that did not do justice to the
awesome power being developed
under that square-jawed bonnet.
If the Golf’s front suspension had
allowed the low-profile tyres to

grip a little better under duress,
the figure would surely have
been closer to 6.0 seconds, but
attempts to measure foot-flat
acceleration just resulted in
shuddering axle tramp, so we
had to balance the accelerator
carefully to ease-in just enough
twist to spin the wheels
controllably rather than lose
traction altogether.

It was hardly surprising,
really, because the Golf TDI in
question was a 150bhp PD, a car
which most people would
consider quite powerful enough,
thank you, with its 7.3-second 
0-60mph potential and 134mph
top speed. Then the guys at
Superchips slotted in a 
power-boosting chip which lifted
torque to 264 lb ft – from an
already more than adequate 
236 lb ft – spread all the way
from 2,500rpm to over 5,000rpm.
Consequently, power shot up to a
stunning 185bhp, significantly
peaking less than 100rpm higher.

Though the standard engine
spins easily past the 4,600rpm
redline, with the Superchip in
place it reached 5,000rpm so
eagerly that it was almost
impossible not to scorch all the
way to 55mph in second and past
80 in third.

The chipped Golf opened many
eyes out on the road with its 
oh-so-easy acceleration. The
reason it proved difficult to blast
away from a standstill is the way
the torque arrives when the
turbo comes on song: not a lot
happens from idle until just
before 2,000rpm, then there is an
almost instant blast in first gear
which is just too much for the
tyres to handle. However, once
up and running, that instant
urge translates into stunning
overtaking ability. 

The 150bhp GTI 1.9 PD we
tested in the Christmas 2001
issue returned a 30-50mph
acceleration time of 5.3 seconds
in fourth gear. The chipped car

covered the distance in just 4.5
seconds. The 50-70mph charge in
fifth was just that, taking a mere
5.3 seconds, because it involved
pulling from 1,800rpm, just as
the turbo came on song. Even in
sixth gear the 50-70mph dash
took just 7.5 seconds. There is so
much torque on tap that, if you
are feeling lazy, you can just pop
the Golf into fifth around town
and leave it there. Strong
acceleration is available from
below 30mph, so it behaves
almost as tractably as an
automatic.

The standard car’s six-speed
manual is ‘ideally’ geared as a
sporting ’box because the 134mph
top speed equates to the
4,000rpm power peak in top. The
Superchips power boost
effectively turns this into a racy,
undergeared ’box, so that it
requires nothing more than a tap
of the toe to launch the Golf into
a scything overtaking manoeuvre
while cruising the motorway. The
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VW Golf TDI 150 PD

Upgrade price: £470

1,896cc, 4-cyl, DI turbo-intercooled

Max power: 185bhp at 4,369rpm

Max torque: 264 lb ft at 3,062rpm 

Test fuel consumption: N/A

0-60mph: 6.8 secs

30-50mph (4th) : 4.5 secs

50-70mph (5th): 5.3 secs
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Surely you can never have enough torque? A tyre-shredding Golf has grinning Bob Cooke wondering…

‘The power boost means that it requires
only a tap of the toe to launch the Golf
into a scything overtaking manoeuvre’

For when
enough
simply will
not do… the
upgrade
turns the
potent Golf
into a
stunning
performer

Superchips
can lift the
1.9-litre GTI’s
headline
figures to
185bhp and
264 lb ft of
torque

Twist and shout


